
GoFocus:  
Dyslexia Checklist for Educators 

 
Please print 

 
Client Name:___________________________     Age_______  
 
Date of Birth_________            Current Grade: ____________ 
 
 
Home Language _______________ Language of School ____________________ 
 
 

    Address _______________________________ 

   _______________________________ 

 Tel   (h) _______________________________ 

(w) _______________________________ 

(cell)  _______________________________ 

 

 

Completed by: ___________________________ Date ___________________ 

Referred by: _____________________________ 

 

 

 

Family Members: (if available) 

 Name Age Gender At home? Y/N 

Father     

Mother     

Siblings     
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 YES NO COMMENTS 
Family History    
Is there a family history of dyslexia or difficulties 
with reading and writing? 

   

AUDITORY DEVELOPMENT    
Was speech late in developing?    
Has client experienced any previous problems 
with his/her hearing? (operations, tubes, 
recurrent infections) 
(This may have caused intermittent hearing loss, which 
may lead to phonological  difficulties) 

   

Difficulty making speech sounds    
Accused of not listening or being inattentive    
Are there any current hearing problems which 
you are aware of? 

   

SCHOOL HISTORY GENERAL    
Is there a significant level of frustration with 
coping with schoolwork? 

   

Is the student often very tired in the afternoon?    
Inability to sit still and or maintain attention for 
long 

   

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT    
Is there confusion between left/right?    
Slow or poorly established preference for 
left/right/ 

   

Difficulty with handwriting: printing    
Difficulty with handwriting: cursive    
Any visible problems with eye-hand coordination?    
Is there any evidence of gross motor problems?    
Excessive body movement or fidgeting?    
Does client appear clumsy, bumping into objects 
or knocking things over? 

   

Go over the lines when writing?    
Need to use fingers to measure space when 
writing? 

   

READING    
Does the student have problems understanding 
the text? 

   

Have trouble remembering what was just read?    
Does the student have a lower than age-
appropriate sight vocabulary?  

   

Complain reading gets harder the longer they try 
to read? 
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 YES NO COMMENTS 

Skip or omit words?    
Skip some lines and/or sentences?    
Avoid reading?    
Avoid reading out loud?    
Feel uncomfortable when reading?    
Restless or easily distracted when reading?    
Open eyes wide when reading?    
Get headaches when reading?    
Squint or frown when reading?    
Blink a lot to try and make the print clear up?    
Move closer to the page or back away when 
reading? 

   

Complain that the print gets blurry when reading?    
Have difficulty seeing on the blackboard?    
Reads slowly, choppily and unevenly    
Insert words/letters from the line above or below    
Is there confusion with similar words (on/no, 
saw/was)? 

   

Leave out the small words like “the”, “and”, “a”    
Read the beginning of words and make up the 
ending 

   

Read the endings of words and make up the 
beginnings 

   

Reverse letters like b,d,p,q, and numbers like 6/9 
and 2/5 

   

WRITING    
Does the learner’s writing go uphill or downhill 
when writing on a blank piece of paper? 

   

Is there a marked discrepancy between spoken 
and written language and ideas? 

   

Is the presentation of the work messy?    
Are there problems with punctuation?    
Is the sequence of ideas often erratic?    
Is there a visible problem with spelling?    
Write or scribble letters on top of each other?    
Difficulty drawing straight or diagonal lines?    
Difficulty forming letters such as m, w, v?    
MATHS    
Are there difficulties remembering times-tables?    
Does learner have difficulty telling time?    
Does learner have difficulty with sequencing?    
Does learner get the answer but have difficulty 
showing the steps? 
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 YES NO COMMENTS 

QUESTIONS FOR STUDENT    
Does learner get headaches when reading?    
Does learner get nauseous or sick to the stomach 
when reading 

   

Do the letters/words move on the page?    
Do the words jump off the page?    
Does any word become blurry or brighter when 
you try to read it? 

   

Does the white paper background make it difficult 
for you to read? (offer them a printed peach colour 
paper and ask if this makes a difference) 

   

 
 
15 or more YES answers (not including auditory development) might indicate dyslexia  


